Starting from the Keldysh formalism, general analytical expressions are derived for the current and the occupation of the well in the presence of inelastic scattering, both at the main peak and at the phonon peak. These expressions are then evaluated from a continuous coordinate representation of a double-barrier potential profile and also from a tight-binding model of a weakly coupled central site.
I. INTRODUCTION
The effect of inelastic scattering on resonant tunneling is a question of great interest from both basic and applied points of view. ' A very clear manifestation of this effect is the appearance of a phonon peak in the valley current of resonant-tunneling diodes when the resonant level E" is one phonon energy %coo below the energy of the incoming electrons from the emitter [ Fig. 1(a) ]. It is well known that the magnitude of the main peak is proportional to Tz Tc I( TF + T& ), where Tz~z~i s the transmission probability of the emitter (collector) barrier. The phonon peak on the other hand can be nearly independent of Tz over a range of values. In this paper, we present a simple analytical model that explains this behavior. The model is based on the Keldysh formalism and is in good agreement with detailed numerical simulations. The model is quite general and should prove useful in other problems involving quantum transport in the presence of inelastic scattering.
The fact that the o8'-resonant current at the phonon peak is independent of the collector transmission probability may seem counterintuitive since one expects the current to decrease as the collector barrier is made thicker. Suppose we gradually reduce the transmissivity of the collector so that Tz becomes smaller while Tz remains unchanged. The main peak is reduced, but the phonon peak is not reduced; under reverse bias, however, both peaks are reduced since the roles of emitter and collector are interchanged. This is evident from our detailed numerical calculations based on the Keldysh formalism -----300: .2 K; m*=0. 067mo, where mo is the free-electron mass. The cross-sectional area is {2 nm) . {a) Potential profile used in numerical calculations. The conduction-band discontinuity of the emitter barrier is 220 meV. A series of seven devices was studied with collector barrier conduction-band discontinuities of 220, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, and 1000 meV. {b) I-Vcharacteristics for three of these devices having collector barrier heights of 220, 300, and 500 meV. . Thus, phonon peaks should be more easily observed if an asymmetric structure is biased such that the collector (rather than the emitter) is weakly transmitting. This is in agreement with experimental evi- dence. However, this does not mean that we can make the collector transmissivity arbitrarily small and still have a phonon-peak current. That is clearly impossible since the current ultimately has to Aow out through the collector. When the collector transmissivity gets very small, the resonant level fills up. This reduces the scattering rate for electrons coming in from the emitter since there are fewer empty states into which the electrons can scatter.
Consequently the inelastic current is reduced.
An alternative and equivalent point of view is that the effective coupling TE between the emitter and the resonance is given by g'TE, where g' is the effective phonon coupling constant. For g' «1, the current is determined by TE alone, unless the collector barrier is made large enough so that Tc is reduced to TF. This is also the point at which the resonance begins to fill.
Experimental observations of the phonon peak occur at low temperatures so that "backflow" due to absorption of phonons by electrons at the resonant energy is negligible.
Under such conditions, calculation of the current reduces to a calculation of the scattering rate of electrons injected from the emitter into the well. ' ' At higher temperatures, when absorption cannot be ignored, a "backflow" term appears in the current expression. ' The choice of the strength U and the relation between U and the dimensionless coupling constant g is described in Appendix C.
The electron-phonon interaction is treated in the selfconsistent first Born approximation. Within this approximation, the self-energies are local. The resulting electron (hole) outscattering rates, 1/r"i~~a re given by the expres-
(2.5a) (2.5b)
The total scattering rate 1/~& is given by I /r~(E) = I /r"(E)+ 1/rp(E) .
(2.6) In (2.4) -(2.6), the position coordinate has been suppressed for clarity. The scattering rates are rewhere Nii(A'coo) is the Bose-Einstein factor, No is the local density of states, and U is a constant describing the strength of the phonon coupling. At low temperatures (assuming iiicoo)) ks T), (2.4a) and (2.4b) become lated to the self-energies in the Keldysh notation by X (z, z';E) =ifi/r (z;E)o(z -z'), X (z, z';E) i fi/r"(z;E)6(z --z'), and ImX (z, z', E) = fi/-2&&(z; E)5(z -z').
For simplicity, we have considered a strictly onedimensional picture as in Refs. 10, 11, 14, 16, and ' Consequently, the phonon peak in real three-dimensional structures will be broader than the one-dimensional results presented in this paper. This is in agreement with the experiment.
The present formulation incorporates the external current into the same equation as that used to calculate the occupation factor f (z;E). This has two advantages.
First, it clearly shows that current is conserved even in arbitrary multiterminal geometries because of the "sum rule" obeyed by the kernel.
Using (3.5), we obtain, from (3.1), 
The correction term is clearly zero if current is conserved at each energy. This form for the current with the inelastic term explicitly displayed is similar to that of Eq. (5) The first term is the rate at which electrons injected from the emitter are scattered down to the resonance. This is the term calculated in the approach of Chevoir and Vinter. ' The second term is the rate at which electrons are scattered up to the incident energy from the resonant energy and back out to the emitter. This is the correction term due to "backflow. "
Field theories of many-particle systems treat electrons and holes in the conduction band on an equal footing. This suggests an interesting interpretation for the "backflow" term. The hole density per unit energy in the well due to injection of holes from the emitter is [cf. In this view, the "backflow" term is the outscattering rate in the well of holes injected from the emitter.
There are three cases in which "backflow" is negligible. "Backflow" is proportional to the hole outscattering rate at the incident energy which, using (2.4b),. is I inelastic~E n =e +n (4.25) 2. Low-temperature limit In the low-temperature, high-bias limit, at the bias corresponding to the phonon peak, Eq. It is interesting to note [ Fig. 2(b) ] that, while the filling of the resonant level at the main peak is close to unity for I z/I c) 10, it takes greater asymmetry, by a factor of 1/g', at the phonon peak for significant filling to occur. Fig. 1(a) ], both at the phonon peak and at the main peak. It is apparent that there is good agreement between the numerical results computed from Eq. (a) the magnitude of the current and (b) the occupation of the well, at the bias corresponding to the main current peak and at the bias corresponding to the phonon peak; (c) 1"~(E;), fi/~~(E; ), and A/w~(E") calculated numerically at the phonon-peak bias. To calculate the spectral function, we need G (z, z;E), where z lies in the well. Again, the simplest approach is to sum multiply reflected paths. The result is
where tE~c~a nd rE~c~a re, respectively, the transmission and refiection amplitudes through the emitter (collector) barriers. We consider a one-dimensional tight-binding model with the electron-phonon interaction at the n =0 site (Fig. 4) Fig. 2) indicates that this approximation is justified.
The calculation of the electron density in the well due to the injection of a plane wave from the emitter begins with the calculation of the resulting wave function in the well:
where l j ) is a state localized around site j, the symmetric nearest-neighbor coupling 8'k is as shown in Fig. 4 , and the site energy is c . Since the electron-phonon interaction is local, we include the self-energy X in the site energy so that c. contains an imaginary part -iA/2~&. We have chosen the normalization such that (jl j ) = 1/a.
To calculate the transmission coeKcients TE c, TE w, and Tw w, we need the Green functions 6"( -1, 1;E), 6 ( -1,0;E), and 6 (0,0;E). First we calculate G (0, 0;E) since it will give us the spectral function A.
The three coupled equations centered at the sites -1, 0, 
2aW .
with vz given by (B9) and G ( -1,0;E) given by (B5).
The rest follows as in (A15) -(A17), with TF II, now defined by (B12). Using the definition of the transmission coefficients (4.1), and remembering that integration over a contact results in a factor of velocity and integration over the well results in a factor of a, relations (4.8) -(4.11) are obtained. I where D (r, r', E)= Jd(t -t')e' " ')~"(H'(r, t)H'(r', t')) .
The self-energy X, resulting from our interaction Fig. 2(c) 
